Incorporating patient preferences into orthopaedic practice: should the orthopaedic encounter change?
The issues concerning treatment decision-making are that often options for treatment lead to uncertain outcomes (benefits and risks) at the individual patient level and that both patients and physicians might value these outcomes differently. There are three main approaches commonly used to describe treatment decision-making including paternalistic, shared and informed decision-making. The challenge and responsibility of physicians is to effectively communicate to patients that they should feel welcome to participate in decision-making through whichever approach seems suitable to them. Changes in laws governing the ethics of medical practice mandate a more comprehensive decision-making tactic requiring a two-way flow of information between patient and physician. The key to information exchange lies in evoking patient preferences by informing the patient of the benefits and risks associated with each treatment option. Decision aids have been developed in a variety of forms to facilitate this transfer of information about available treatment alternatives in as unbiased fashion as possible. We believe that treatment options presented should include not only those available by the particular physicians at that institution but also those available at outside institutions and within other healthcare systems. We discuss barriers for physicians who wish to encourage patient participation such as the power differential that exists between patients and physicians, factors related to health policy, and those unique to surgery. We believe that investigation is necessary to understand how the differences between types of medical practices, or even within a medical field, will influence the importance that patients attach to having their values and preferences considered during treatment decision-making and to evaluate how this importance changes as the severity of adverse events associated with treatment outcomes changes. We feel that it is important for physicians and surgeons to begin to think about these issues and how they might investigate potential resolutions for incorporating patient values and sharing their own preferences for treatment options with their patients during the orthopaedic encounter.